PISTON TECH

Main image: The Elastothermic
Piston from Federal-Mogul
Powertrain features a cooling gallery
design that reduces piston crown
temperature by about 30°C
Top right: F-M’s high-strength,
low-weight piston design for high-end
and highly efficient diesel engines
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The

push

Piston manufacturers face ever-greater demands,
but are they in good shape to answer the challenge?
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pare a thought for pistons and
piston rings. Not only must they
operate in temperatures well in
excess of 2,000°C (3,630°F) at
comfortably more than 200 bar
pressure, but regulatory and consumer
pressures also mean they must achieve this
more efficiently than ever before. To do this,
they must be lighter, as frictionless as possible,
achieve better sealing (regardless of cylinder
wall distortion), retain their surface quality
and shape, and require less lubricant.
Not surprisingly, these demands are behind
much of the development work in piston
and piston ring technology, as Josef Harrer,
director, product engineering pistons global,
Federal-Mogul Powertrain, explains.
“Piston development is mainly driven by
engine development for further CO2 and
emissions reductions,” he says. “This includes
new technologies for friction reduction and
enabling technologies for downsizing. In
most cases, this means pistons can operate

at a higher thermal and mechanical load,
while meeting an even lower weight target.”
“With the right design, in combination
with the right peripheral coating, piston rings
can certainly help provide environmental
benefits,” adds Harrer’s colleague, Johannes
Esser, director, product engineering piston
rings and liners global. “The impact of piston
rings on fuel consumption is around 4%
and the potential for friction reduction by
combining design features and coating
benefits is in the magnitude of around 1%.
Our discussions with OEM development
teams indicate that even a benefit of 0.1%
fuel consumption cannot be overlooked.”
Esser has some words of advice for
tomorrow’s engine designers: “The use and
development of peripheral coatings for future
engine generations needs to consider very
smooth cylinder topography, use of very
low viscosity oils, and the impact of new
combustion and emissions strategies with
regards to corrosive attack.”
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“The impact of piston rings on fuel consumption is around 4%
and the potential for friction reduction by combining design
features and coating benefits is in the magnitude of around 1%”
Johannes Esser, director, product engineering piston rings and liners global, Federal-Mogul Powertrain

Increasingly, for high-power, turbocharged
gasoline IC engines, F-M favors pistons with
ring carriers and cooling galleries. New and
advanced aluminum formulations such as the
company’s DuraForm-G91 enable continued
use of the material under high temperature
and high mechanical load conditions.
But F-M is also developing steel piston
technology, in particular its Monosteel, which
it claims offers further potential for CO2
reductions in passenger car diesel engines.
Meanwhile, the push for ever-tighter
tolerances has fueled the development of
new measuring equipment.
“Due to improvements in the surfaces of
piston rings and cylinder liners, roughness
values have become smoother,” says Esser.
“This benefits friction and oil consumption.
However, it is difficult to evaluate very smooth
surfaces with tracing equipment, but optical

measuring equipment enables us to really
differentiate between the smoothest surfaces.
For evaluating and optimizing the surface
structures on piston rings and cylinder liners,
contactless NanoFocus measuring equipment
has become an indispensable tool.”
Simulation continues to unlock greater
efficiencies, both in operation and time saved
in development. F-M’s database of simulation,
measurements and test results is, reckons
Harrer, a very good starting point for new
piston developments.
“With in-house-developed simulation
techniques for combustion simulation, finite
element analysis and performance simulation
tools, we are able to optimize each design,”
he explains further. “New tools such as Shape
Optimization allow very detailed optimization
of critical piston location to achieve the
perfect shape for lowest stress and lowest
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weight. Oil flow simulation is especially good
for gallery-cooled pistons.”
The company is also pursuing virtual
testing. “This leads to the fastest solution for
difficult tasks such as NVH, if the simulation
model has been well calibrated with real
engine measurements,” explains Harrer.
“Then, numerical design studies can be made
quickly and only the final candidates have to
be tested in the engine.”
Hot prospects

Dave Krus, director of business development
at Materion, is currently validating and
commercializing two of the company’s most
promising automotive products, with new
regulation requirements in mind.
PerforMet is a nickel silicide-strengthened
bronze with high thermal conductivity
(thermal modeling shows it can reduce
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TIME FOR CHANGE – BUT ARE
PISTON MAKERS STUCK IN A RUT?
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1. A 3D illustration of
a piston ring motion
2. With a combination of
high strength, thermal
conductivity and friction,
wear and corrosion
resistance, Materion’s
PerforMet tech withstands
higher pressure levels
and temperatures in high
power density engines
3. Graphic showing heat
transfer differences
between conventional and
PerforMet piston rings
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Conventional piston ring

PerforMet piston ring

4. Thermal modeling has
shown that, by efficiently
transferring heat from the
piston into the cylinder
wall, PerforMet piston
rings reduce average
piston temperatures and
piston crown temperatures

Scott Bredda, director of
Bredda Engineering, is former
technical director of GE Precision
Engineering, an engineering design
and manufacturing company
with links to Formula 1. Now
running his own engineering
consultancy specializing in
combustion engines and mechanical systems, Bredda
believes piston makers are suffering from inertia:
“Piston manufacturers have a monopoly on piston
development, but they could be more innovative. OEMs
need bold solutions to the growing emissions and
regulatory challenges they face,” he says.
“Tier 1s are delivering efficiency improvements, but
slowly, as they’re wedded to traditional materials that
require less investment, rather than embracing new
technologies that deliver a real step change.
“The fact is, pistons and piston rings can deliver
the efficiency gains that OEMs are looking for, which
is why, if Tier 1s are not prepared to rethink their
approach, these very components will become the
problem, rather than a solution.
“Fortunately, OEMs are waking up to the situation.
Faced with inertia on the part of their Tier 1 suppliers,
they are testing and developing new piston sets
independently with specialist suppliers, using more
complex materials. The challenge for the future
will be mass producing these new technologies.”
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piston temperature by 20°C [68°F]) and
a low coefficient of friction that reduces
groove wear. It can be used in piston
ring applications.
SupremEX is an aluminum metal matrix
composite with good fatigue strength at high
temperatures that can be used for pistons.
“If there’s a silver bullet for some of the
challenges coming up with the Lambda 1
regulations, where everything is going to be
very hot, it would be something like our
SupremEX as the piston and PerforMet as
the piston ring,” states Krus.
PerforMet’s high thermal conductivity helps
cool the piston, meaning it can be shorter and
thinner, therefore reducing reciprocating
mass. Not only that, but the reduction in
piston temperature means the groove can be
positioned closer to the crown, so reducing
the overall crevice volume and minimizing
uncombusted fuel.
At the same time, rings made from
PerforMet conform well to irregularities in the
bore. Krus says one major global OEM has
ordered PerforMet rings and two are planning
to test the technology.

SupremEX is being used in race and other
specialty engines but, claims Krus, it has
been tested on highly downsized, seriesproduction prototype four-stroke and
two-stroke designs with “good success”.
Middle man

Sam Akehurst, professor of advanced
powertrain systems at the University of Bath’s
Department of Mechanical Engineering,
believes future piston and piston ring
development will be all about compromise.
“There’s the general compromise between
friction needing a low ring loading, but also
a higher loading to support higher engine
loads, and prevent ring flutter and such
phenomena,” he says.
“The top land and top ring are thermally
loaded and there is a compromise between
top land height, which must be minimized for
crevice volume and hydrocarbon emissions, but
on the other hand, the top ring must be moved
down if the thermal loads are high. There
will also be interactions between the ring
material, piston material [or ring groove] and
the piston liner and its surface treatment.”
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According to Wolfgang Hanke, senior
technical specialist for piston systems
at Rheinmetall Automotive, helping
manufacturers achieve consumption and
greenhouse gas emissions targets is the
company’s priority and his engineering
team is well prepared.
“We’ve sharpened our toolbox with
techniques including simulation, and
functional and friction validation,” he says.
“Regarding the latter, we have a test engine
with a floating liner that helps us assess friction
of the ring and piston. We are optimizing
piston systems, but while gains in reducing
friction through approaches such as reducing
the skirt area are small, they are significant
in the context of the whole engine.”
A key product resulting from the company’s
work on reducing friction is its Liteks-4
gasoline piston with DLC-coated steel rings
supplied by joint-venture partner Riken.
These rings give a friction reduction of 13%
and a reduction in CO2 of 1.7%. On the
passenger diesel side, rings coated with
PVD have achieved a 14% friction reduction.
Meanwhile, the age-old tussle between
aluminum and steel rages on. “Aluminum
is still our choice for gasoline pistons, but
steel is gaining ground as the solution for
diesel,” notes Hanke. “We will persist with
aluminum and work to get it more reliable,
but steel is the material that will rise to
tomorrow’s challenges.”
Along with reducing friction, improving
thermal management is another battleground.
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1. The process for coating
cylinder working surfaces
2. A friction test bench
in use at Rheinmettal
3. Liteks-4, a lightweight
piston developed for
gasoline engines. For
high-performance engine
applications, the piston can
also be supplied with ring
carrier and cooling gallery
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“Higher cylinder temperature levels are
forcing us to consider new heat management
strategies such as our Dynamiks oil flow
cooling passages in Liteks-4,” continues
Rheinmetall Automotive’s Hanke.
“For the future, we’re looking at CFD and
developing our steel products, as that material
helps with thermal management.”
It seems that while pressures inside the
cylinder become ever higher, so pressures in
the world’s automotive R&D departments
to meet tomorrow’s environmental and
efficiency goals are rising, too.

“Aluminum is still our choice for gasoline pistons, but steel is
gaining ground as the solution for diesel. We will persist with
aluminum and work to get it more reliable, but steel is
the material that will rise to tomorrow’s challenges”
Wolfgang Hanke, senior technical specialist, piston systems, Rheinmetall Automotive
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